Identifying neutron irradiation in space to mitigate bio-medical effects
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One of the primary challenges to interplanetary human travel is mitigation of radiation exposure. As fast transit with LENR driven or conventional nuclear electric (NEP) or thermal propulsion (NTP) may be imminent, time and level of radiation exposure composing ALARA (As Low as Reasonably Achievable) must be ascertained rapidly and precisely. Since acute physiological effects are difficult to detect, and chronic effects on crew health are delayed and potentially trans-generational, improved detection technologies will be game-changing and an essential element of the crew health monitoring and environmental protection toolkit. Secondary Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) induced neutrons are an additional hazard.

The dose equivalent $Q$ factor, which weighs an absorbed radiation dose against its biological effect, ranges from $Q=1$ for x-rays, gamma rays and betas to $Q=5$ for thermal neutrons and $Q=10$ for fast neutrons and alpha particles. Since neutrons only have a < 11 minute half-life, they are constantly produced by fast charged particles or photons shattering atoms terrestrially, in planetary atmospheres and on planetary surfaces. Figure 1 shows the terrestrial spallation neutron spectra originating from atmospheric GCR interactions. The effect is more pronounced on Earth in aircraft and in spacecraft including the International Space Station (ISS) and soon NASA’s Lunar Gateway habitat. 95% of GCR are > .5 GeV/nucleon protons and alpha particles. The Earth’s magnetic field reduces GCRs reaching the Earth and the Solar magnetosphere similarly reduces them throughout the solar system. Unfortunately, Figure 2 shows the relationship between solar maxima and GCR minima within the Earth’s magnetosphere and probably beyond.

Neutron diagnostics include BF$_3$ and $^3$He counters, SSNTD and scintillator neutron spectrometers [2] as we have used in LENR/LCF research. However, since the $Q$ value varies with energy, neutron spectroscopy, or at least an energy range, is necessary. Real-time measurements provide an awareness of immediate danger in space and record the heavy ion and secondary neutron doses and their current and future biological effects requiring countermeasures.[3] Once these have been characterized, mitigation strategies can be adopted ranging from spacecraft magnetic shielding against GCR to deploying regolith overburden. Fast travel is necessary! [4]